Greyhound's existing structure in downtown Pittsburgh was nearing the end of its functional life. Greyhound wanted to replace it with a temporary building, allowing them to continue serving the Pittsburgh-area customers while a new, larger facility was constructed. The building, however, had to be large, provide ample security, and endure the stress of hundreds of travelers who would pass through it daily. Time was also of the essence, as downtime was not an option.

Greyhound chose to partner with Williams-Scotsman and Whitley Manufacturing to construct the 11,000 square foot facility (composed of 16 prefabricated sections or modules). The facility features food service, ceramic lavatories, baggage storage areas and office, all designed to meet the demands of high traffic while minimizing maintenance. The project was completed in only 5 months. Security and sprinkler systems were installed on-site. The Whitley “clear-span” design allowed a wide-open grand hall complemented by a front wall in commercial glass.